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FINANCING EQUITY Amwa SCHOOLS IN LARGE. CITIES

oby Ben C. Hubbard
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inen a rajcitizen talks of equity among schools in large cities, one

s-.ould,be as suspicious of him or her as my neighbors in the foothills of,Appal:achia

were of c ty dressed revenue agents during the days of prohibition. To try to set

aside some of your possible fears, let me briefly tell you from whence I come and

at least partially ,:ustify, my discussion of tnis topic. I am the Co-Director of

t'.e Center for tne Study of Educational Finance. Dr. G. Alan Hickrod, who began

9 national work by reporting to this meeting when it was a committee as a result

of nis dissertation on School Finance and Urban. Ecology, is the Director of ;the

-Center and I nave to (or put anotr.er way--am privileged to) work with him. In

196 speht a sabbatical in Baltimore and New York City looking at botn tneir

proClems anal finding. In 1973 I was the chief arcnitect (or as same of my detractors

would wr.en Illinois made its massive step toward includinecoMpen-
.

satory assistance in tne general state aid grant. This formula will, when fully

funded, add rougnly 5300,000,900 to general xri, primarily/for the poor who in

large part live in cities. Despite tnese opportunitley and the experiences of

writing the Report Of the Urban Studies SubcoMmittee or the.Illinois School Prob-

lems Commission, A Study of Urban Education, in 1969 (1) and working with titles

in our state since 1964 as the Research Director of tne School Problems Commission,

I am, as you suspect, a country boy trying to look at a Complicated city prbblem.

The latest information I rave seen is teat of the EducatlobCommission of

tne States in tr!eir fOrtncoming publication by ,la.rsnal A. Harris, School Finance

at 'a Glance. (2) In their tabulation tr.ey suggest that nineteen states have some

forr'of grants for tne support of some type of covensatory education apart from

0 .

suppor.t for exceptional children. These specialized grants for compensatory equ-
.'

cation find al way to bring about someone's idea of equit/ for the pOor and this
. 4 .
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Tne third and last Problem I want to discuss is with politics. In the,

second problem, I alluded to majority dominance by cities in some states. We also

see in the political scene in America a strong surge by middle America. It is

easy to get a majority to agree that welfare is,getting tybo large a share of the

pie. It can easily become'popular to limit any form of equalizing education for

the poor or the minorities.- As the problem of how to fund urban eduCation is I

iexplored in states where the majority of persons do not live in urban.area sand

111

thus a md3ority of the decisionmakers do not come from the cities, we in the pro-

fessionfession had best have more answers than we now have or the'middle class majority

may well, become the dictatorial majority and real problems of minoritieslas well

as urban pupils may well be slighted.

/,
Evidence that the power and influence of urban districts is beginning to

ebb can be gathered from several sources. For example, a recently completed studyk

of the Center for the Study of Educational Finance at Illinois State University,

whicn ins being reported on another panel at this meeting, will show that both pupil

enrollment decline and reduction of teaching staff has been greater in urban dis-

tricts tnan in suburban or rural districts in Illinois. Further, that study

also indicates tnat as districts lose_pupils, the concentration of poor.pupils,

increases, an hypothesis advahced earlier by Goettel and Firestine. (7) Thi6,-

i

in turn, may be b .a part of the more general and more controversial "white flight"

thesis advanced p* the 'distinguished,sociologist/James S. Coleman. (8) All of
/

these matter'', in different ,rays, point to the decline in educational-influence

and polit al er of the central cities, and perhaps tq urban districts in gen-
,

eral. A thou ow of no way to rigorously prbve,the following statement, it

makes a' goo

fluence ban districts. For that matter; rural di;WW.s may have lost
.

power 'to suburban districts as well." )

g hypothesis: "Urban school districts halve ;lost power and in-
.
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h. The-cost that all old well-established schools w decI.
ments must bear--high average..salary, increasing salaries

with few or no teachers entering the system. with the ame thing ha ening in other

areas of employment, inoreased cost of maintenant of old buildings with:few or no

new buildings to 'fse creasing cost .

There are many way

dollars necessary to buy the -ervic

other districts are able to purcha

ible to cause urban areas to have the

es eeded for their pupils at the same level as

.e serAces needed. for their pupils, whi,e

is wrat' equity means tome. There are, however,many.practical and political

problems to be overcome. First; I dt not believe equity for urban education is a.

..--,

viable15112stion--the question is equity for all and
,

how,tan we measure the.varying

. .
. y

need in some, way other than equal dollars. Certa ly, in my state of Illinois,
%

tne same dollars in Pope County and Chicago Fill not assure equal education; in

fact, it will guarantee just the opposite. Further', we should admit thatif we

knew what equity was and how to 'get it for everyOnelt would not be politically

1 ,

popular\and it might not be affordable. The faCts are, however,,that cpnstit ncies

expect politicianss' to get advantages for them,'not equal treatmerit,_,,

In my judgment, equity is a goal to. be sought by those of US who work with('

state systems despite, the pull by many politicians for an advantage. One of our

problems, to paraphrase ,a famous quotation, is that we have found the enemy and.

it is us. We have done our re-search On'formulas, dollars and averages but we have

been measuring much garbage. Not one of us knows what it really'cOsts to compen-

sate for tne lack of.a family backgrouil over a twelve-year school program--if
.

.

it san'be compensated for at all. (4) We have not ofte

,of dollar analysis with genuine, curriculum experts.

accurately enough the,difference in'the cost of teachers living. at given,social

positions in our communities between' cities, subur s And rural areas-, Cost of

combined our sOciality

have not determined nearly
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..living,economics (as advanced as its practitioners believe it is) has not been,

adequately applied to. the` Specific role of,education. We know only very roughly
% .

the relationship between the cost of educating pupils in vocational education or

_ a_regularsacademic program or between different a#ademic-programs. (5) For that-

matter, there is Rb definitive cost ipformation/between the cost of different grade
,1

levels in 'the same school and the samebasic curriculum. We in Illinois weightI
high school pupils at 1:25,-, while not wei ing'any other educational level. S2me

isolated research-suggests that this is not nearly high enough, but other "gut level"

arguments say we would not need this if we put more funds into early childhood and

elementary'education. There is no real evidence that could be/conducive for Bev-
,.

eral reasons. Sode are afraid to find oust, some can't,get the money to do the

researcn because it is 04pensive, others don't want to commit themselves tvesearch

tffat can't be finisned this year (or at the earliest, next year), and still others

had rather just remain ignorant. Some public schools don't want the extra bother

necessary to keep'records so these and other questions can be answered. Too many

'answers that we need in,order to create a really equitable system are not known and

are not-tff-the-researc-11-agenda._: The relatibn hip between the cost of equitable

education for diffeeni human beings must be part of our 'future plans.

Secondly, the ratio of urban students to the remaining part of the state

is crucial 'since the one man, one vote decis on. The number of legislators at least

/have a high correlation with the number of upils. Power tactics to just get dol-

bars for urban areas will,onlY work when a majority or near majority of legislators

represent thimagroup. The real argument for distributing dollars in some equitable

way based on need is more apparent to politicians when they can'tijust force things

to happen. . For those of'qs in the profession'the equitable, or the-logical approach,

,appears to be the only legitimate stand we can take.
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The third and last problem I want to discuss is With politics. In the.

second prOblem, I alluded to majority dominance by cities in some states. We also

see in the political scene in America a strong surge by middle America. It is

easy to get a majority to-agree that welfare is,getting too large a share of the

!

pie. It can easily become'popular to limit any form of equalizing education for

the poor or the minorities.- As the problem of how to fund urban edudation is I

Iexplored in states where the majority of persons do not live in urban.area sand

10
thus a majority of the decisionmakers do not come from the cities, we in the pro

fession had best have more answers than we now have or the 'middle class majority

may well, become the dictatorial majority and real problems of minorities/as well

as urban pupils may well be slighted.

Evidence that the power and influence of urban districts is beginning to

ebb can be gathered from several sources. For example, a recently completed study

of the Center for the Study of Educational Finance at Illinois State University,

whicn its being reported on another panel at this meeting, will show that both pupil

enrollment decline and reduction of teaching staff has been greater in urban .dis

tricts than in suburbran or rural districts in Illinois. .6.) Further, that study

also indicates tnat as districts lose...pupils, the concentration of poor.pupils,

increases, an hypothes ,is advahced e arlier by Goettel and Firestine. {7) This,

4

in turn, may be b ,a part of the more, general and more controversial "white flight"

thesis advanced /Y the .distinguishect,sociologistifJames S..Cbleman. (8) All of

, -
these mattert in different irays, point to the decline in educational-influence

and polit' al P er of tne central cities, and perhaps to urban districts in gen.

erald.. A thou ow of no way to rigorously prove, the following Steltement, it

makes 4/goo g hypothesis: "Urban school districts halve lost power and id
,

flue/ice ban districts. For that matter; rural distr#ts may have lost

p#Wer,to suburban districts, as
,10
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If we are to finance the schools.of large cities so that real equity will

be possible, we must, as I have suggested:

a. Jet our 1;ouse in order so that we can fur h the decisionmakers with

real facts,- riot just our romanticized notions.

b. Cities had best not just depeAd on dollars being sent to them because

they are in control of a majority of the legislators. This is already net true

in most states and where it is, things are changing.

c. The political movds that you can-observe of middle-class Ameriakans

being catered to by politicians' can result in, reduced,support for minorities

the poor and in turn hurt the urbar) area's chance for developing a qualityprogram.
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